The location selection of logistics distribution centers is a crucial issue in the modern urban logistics system. In order to achieve a more reasonable solution, an effective optimization algorithm is indispensable. In this paper, a new hybrid optimization algorithm named cuckoo search-differential evolution (CSDE) is proposed for logistics distribution center location problem. Differential evolution (DE) is incorporated into cuckoo search (CS) to improve the local searching ability of the algorithm. The CSDE evolves with a coevolutionary mechanism, which combines the Lévy flight of CS with the mutation operation of DE to generate solutions. In addition, the mutation operation of DE is modified dynamically. The mutation operation of DE varies under different searching stages. The proposed CSDE algorithm is tested on 10 benchmarking functions and applied in solving a logistics distribution center location problem. The performance of the CSDE is compared with several metaheuristic algorithms via the best solution, mean solution, and convergence speed. Experimental results show that CSDE performs better than or equal to CS, ICS, and some other metaheuristic algorithms, which reveals that the proposed CSDE is an effective and competitive algorithm for solving the logistics distribution center location problem.
Introduction
A green and well-developed city logistics system can reduce unnecessary transaction cost and improve economic efficiency. Gevaers Roel [1] has considered that the last mile of the city logistics is the most expensive, inefficient, and palliative part of the supply chain. The logistics centers are served as key nodes among the cities and are the main parts of the modern urban logistics system. Thus, the location planning of city logistics centers is a crucial issue which may affect the overall delivery efficiency. Meanwhile, the number of logistics centers needs to be considered to avoid too much operational cost. Taking into consideration the size, number, and locations of distribution centers, they all affect the input cost of city logistics system. Logistics distribution centers location problems are concerned with the optimal service or supply of a set of existing facilities whose location are fixed and known [2] . In general, the location of the distribution centers needs to be situated in relatively close proximity to the geographic area that it serves [3] , and the ultimate goal is to determine where to locate facilities and how to move commodities so that the customers' demands are satisfied with minimized total cost [4] .
In the literatures on location problems, many researchers have paid much attention to the optimal choice of distribution centers. Weber and Friedrich [5] first proposed the location theory in 1929. Hakim [6] further theorized the location problem based on [5] and gave procedures to find the optimum location of distribution centers. Since then, a systematic theoretical framework of the location problem has been established. In terms of location models of distribution centers, many researchers have developed the formulation of mathematical models for distribution center locations [7] [8] [9] . Aikens [7] proposed nine basic facility location models including the simple uncapacitated, the capacitated, and the dynamic, and stochastic capacitated location models. Klose and Drexl [8] presented the current state of facility location models for logistics distribution system. Sun and Gao et al. [9] presented a bilevel programming model to find the optimal location for logistics distribution centers.
In brief, most of the mathematical formulations belong to mixed integer programming models. They generally include two kinds of variables: discrete variables (integer variables) and continuous variables [9] . Many approaches in terms of solving these location models have been studied in literatures [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Chou and Chang [10] summarized several primary conventional methods which were frequently used to solve facility location selection problems, such as breakeven analysis [11] , center-of-gravity method [12] , and so on. In recent years, the swarm intelligence optimization algorithms have shown their advantages for solving the complex combinational problems [13, 14] , which provide new ideas and methods for location problem [4, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Resende and Werneck [4] presented a multistart heuristic for solving the uncapacitated facility location problem. Li [15] presented a 1.488-approximation algorithm to solve the metric uncapacitated facility location problem. Elhedhli and Merrick [16] proposed a Lagrangian heuristic algorithm to decompose the design model by echelon and warehouse site. Rahmani and MirHassani [17] proposed a hybrid firefly genetic algorithm for the capacitated facility location problem. Ho Sin C [18] presented an iterated tabu search heuristic for solving the single source capacitated facility location problem, and the heuristic combined tabu search with perturbation operators to avoid getting stuck in local optima. Thongdee and Pitakaso [19] proposed a modified differential evolution algorithm to solve a multiobjective, source, and stage location-allocation problem, and this algorithm outperformed pervious results and used less computational time.
Although a few improvements for location problems have been achieved, it is worthy of further investigation due to the complexity of multiple constraints and optimal objectives. Therefore, new approaches to solve these problems have drawn a growing attention in recent years. Cuckoo search (CS) algorithm [20] is one of the latest proposed metaheuristic algorithms, which is inspired by the brood parasitism of cuckoo species in nature. CS algorithm has achieved satisfactory performance in solving benchmark unconstrained functions [20] and real-world problems, such as manufacturing scheduling [21] , structural optimization [22] , and so on. But it has been rarely applied in solving location problems. Another algorithm, differential evolution (DE) algorithm, is developed by Storn and Price [23] , which is a population-based technique, and it is inherently parallel. DE has been introduced to solve many kinds of location problems [19, 24, 25] . However, both CS and DE are also limited in certain aspects to solve optimization problems [26] [27] [28] [29] . CS has the advantage of identifying the promising area of the search space, but it is less good at fine-tuning the area which is close proximity to the optimum [27] . DE is good at exploring local search but it has no mechanism to memory the previous process and use the global information about the search space [28, 29] .
To make up the disadvantages of these two algorithms, this paper proposes an effective hybrid algorithm based on cuckoo search algorithm and differential evolution algorithm (CSDE). To the best of our knowledge, the hybridization of CS and DE has not been attempted in application with location problems. To extend its applications range, the proposed CSDE is used to solve several standard benchmarking functions and a typical logistics distribution center location problem. The performance of the approach is analyzed and compared with other methods in the literatures. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the model of logistics distribution center location problem is described in formal terms. Section 3 presents the original CS algorithm and DE algorithm and then provides the framework of our proposed CSDE algorithm. In Section 4, experimental results and comparisons with other metaheuristic algorithms are presented. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and outlines directions for the further investigation.
The Model of Logistics Distribution Center Location Problem
Many researchers generally describe a location problem under several simplified assumptions. The problem studied in this paper is based on the following assumptions [30] .
(1) The distribution centers always have enough capacities which could satisfy the customer requirements of the total demand points, and the scale of capacity is dependent on the demands within the scope of distribution.
(2) Each demand point is only supplied by one distribution center.
(3) The transportation cost between factories and distribution centers is not considered.
On the basis of these assumptions, a location/allocation model is formulated [30] . This model is proposed to select the optimized place of distribution centers among the total demand points and deliver products to each demand point. The objective is to find the min-sum of the product of demand and distance between each distribution center and each demand point, which is stated as
≤ ,
, ℎ ∈ {0, 1} ,
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where is a set of ordinal numbers of the total demand points;
is sets of candidate distribution centers, if the distance between these distribution centers and demand point is smaller than ;
is quantity demand of demand Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 point ; is distance from the demand point to the nearest distribution center ; is maximum distance between the new distribution centers and demand point it served; is the number of selected distribution centers; The decision variables are as follows: = 1, if demand point is severed by distribution center ; = 0 otherwise; ℎ = 1, if demand point is chosen as a distribution center; ℎ = 0 otherwise.
The objective function (1) minimizes the transportation cost from the selected distribution center to its served demand points. Constraint set (2) guarantees that each demand point has one distribution center to provide service. Constraint set (3) guarantees that it is necessary that each demand point has a corresponding distribution center. Constraint set (4) states that the number of selected distribution center is . Constraint set (5) is a standard inequality constraint. Constraint set (6) guarantees that the demand points are all in the area where the distribution centers could provide service. The initial population = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } is randomly generated and it follows a uniform distribution. For each generation, all parameter vectors in are regarded as a target for replacement. Thus, there are competitions to determine the specific numbers of in the next generation. This is achieved by a loop of operations as follows.
The Hybrid CSDE Algorithm
(1) Mutation. After initialization, for each target → ( ), a mutant vector → ( + 1) is generated by certain mutation strategy. The following are five most frequently used mutation strategies [31] .
(c) "DE/rand/2"
(e) "DE/rand-to-best/1"
where = 1, 2, . . . , , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } are five different randomly generated indices and are different from the current index ; the scaling factor is a real constant. → ( ) is the best individual which has the best fitness.
is a random number within the range [0, 1]. is the current generation.
(2) Crossover. The target vector → ( ) is mixed with the mutated vector → ( + 1) to produce a trial vector → ( + 1).
where = 1, 2, . . . , , = 1, 2, . . . , . is a random integer within [1, ] , ∈ [0, 1] is a random number, and ∈ [0, 1] is a crossover constant.
(3) Selection. A greedy criterion is used to select the better vector from the target vector → ( ) and the trial vector → ( + 1) by comparing their fitness value. For example, if we aim at optimizing a set of minimization problem; the specific selection operation is given by
If the fitness value of trial vector → ( +1) is lower than → ( ), → ( + 1) is set to → ( + 1); otherwise, the old vector → ( ) is retained. Reproduction (mutation, crossover, and selection) continues until a reset condition is met.
The Improved Mutation Operation in DE.
According to the different producing ways of the mutated vectors, a variety of differential evolution methods are formed. There are five most frequently used mutation strategies in [31] . The "DE/best/1" "DE/best/2" and "DE/rand-to-best/1" strategies rely on the best solution found so far. They usually perform well and achieve the fast convergence speed when optimizing unimodal problems. But when solving multimodal problem, they are easy to be trapped into local optimization and thereby lead to a premature convergence. The "DE/rand/1" strategy can have stronger exploration capability and slow convergence speed. Therefore, it is usually more suitable for solving multimodal problems than the strategies relying on the best solution found so far [31] . The "DE/rand/2" strategy bears a better exploration capability due to the Gaussianlike perturbation [31] . The advantage of using two-differencevectors-based strategies may result in better perturbation than one-difference-vector-based strategies [32] . The variant DE/rand/1 (8) is composed by three different random individuals, which is beneficial to maintain the diversity of population and improve the global search ability of DE. The variant DE/best/1 (9) uses the current best individual to direct the production of a new mutant vector, which is helpful for enhancing the local search ability of DE.
Combined with the characteristics of the two different mutation methods, we prefer to develop each advantage and mix the two variants. The mixed mutation equation [33] is stated as follows:
where → 1 is a random vector and → is the current best vector. ( )( ( ) ∈ [0, 1]) is a random number which is produced by (16) . If = 1, ( ) = 2 0 , (15) degenerates into mutation equation DE/rand /1; if is approaching to 0, ( ) = 0 , (15) degenerates into mutation equation DE/best/1. For a good algorithm, its global search ability is usually strong in the initial stage and local search ability is often excellent at the end of the search stage. Therefore, in the whole searching process should gradually reduce from 1 to 0. The influence of → 1 is gradually reduced, and the influence of → is gradually increased.
In this algorithm, an adaptive scaling factor [34] is proposed to dynamically adjust the value of according to the search progress of algorithm. The dynamic scaling factor is calculated as follows:
where is the number of the current generation and max is the maximum number of iterations. When increases, will decrease and ( ) will also continue to decrease correspondingly. ( ) is a constant within [0, 2], ( ) ∈ [ 0 , 2 0 ], and 0 is the initial scaling factor. In the early generations, to preserve the diversity of the solution vectors and avoid premature convergence, the value of ( ) is set as 2 0 which should be large enough. ( ) is gradually reduced according to the continuous update of iterations. In the late generations, to keep the excellent population information and increase the probability of finding the global optimal solution, ( ) is reduced and approximates to 0 .
The Original CS. Cuckoo search algorithm (CS)
is also a population-based stochastic algorithm which is inspired by the breeding behavior of cuckoos. It simulates the behavior that female cuckoos lay their eggs in the nest of other birds and let the hosts hatch new cuckoo chicks. Cuckoos use a few strategies to decrease the probability of being abandoned by the hosts. CS is introduced based on the following three ideal rules [20] : (1) each cuckoo lays only one egg (solution) at a time and randomly selects one nest; (2) the best nest which has the best eggs will be passed from the current generation onto the next generation; (3) the number of hosts is fixed and ( ∈ [0, 1]) is a probability with which a host cuckoo discovers an alien egg.
For a cuckoo , a new solution → ( +1) is generated using (17) by a Lévy flight which is carried out as in (18) .
where → ( ) is the current solution, is the current generation, ( > 0) is the step size which is associated with the scale of the optimized problem, and ⊕ represents entry-wise multiplications. Equation (17) has an infinite variance with an infinite mean [20] .
The Hybrid CSDE Procedure.
In general, an effective trade-off between the global search and the local search in an algorithm plays a beneficial role on improving the performance of this algorithm [27] . CS is good at searching the promising area of the whole search space and but not good at fine-tinning at the end of the search stage [27] . DE has the advantage of local search but is not good at using the global information of the search space [28, 29] . In the present work, to take the advantage of these two algorithms, a hybrid algorithm (CSDE) by combining CS and the improved DE is proposed to solve the typical logistics distribution center location problem mentioned before. An integration of two different ways is used to produce a new solution in CSDE. The first way is the Lévy flight in the original CS ( (17)- (18)); the second way is the improved mutation operation in DE ( (15)- (16)). The detailed hybrid operation is shown as follows:
where → ( + 1) is a new solution generated by Lévy flight in CS, → ( + 1) is a new solution produced by the improved mutation operation in DE, → ( + 1) is a new solution produced by the combination of → ( + 1) and → ( + 1), and ( ∈ [0, 1]) is a random constant. From the above discussion, the proposed CSDE can be summarized as given in Algorithm 1. End for While ( < Max Generation) and (the stop criterion is not met) do For each individual ∈ 1 → do Calculate the step size of CS by using (19) → ( + 1) = new solutions updated using ( (17)- (18)) → ( + 1) = new solutions updated using ( (15)- (16) 
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Experimental Studies on Benchmark Functions
Benchmark Functions.
In this section, the proposed CSDE is tested through an array of benchmark functions. To get a fair result, all approaches are implemented on the same machine with an Intel core i5-4460 3.20GHz processor, 8.0GB memory, and windows 7 operating system with Matlab2013b. The benchmark functions shown in Table 1 are standard test functions. Further information about these functions can be referred to [35, 36] . In Tables 1(a) and 1(b), the dimension of test functions F6, F7, F8, F11, and F12 are fixed and cannot be changed. The dimension number of other test functions F1-F5, F7, and F10 is unfixed, and we set their dimension functions as 10. To further demonstrate the performance of the proposed CSCD algorithm, I also implement unfixed dimension functions with D=30 and D=50. Two benchmark test functions F11 and F12 of which the global optimal is different to zero are also considered in Tables 1(a) and 1(b) to further verify the proposed CSDE. In each table, the best value obtained for each test function is shown in bold.
Simulation and Comparison.
For the purpose of verifying the performance of CSDE, we compare its performance on ten benchmark functions (in Table 1 ) with six other optimization approaches, which are CS [20] , DE [23] , PSO [37] , BA [38] , HS [39] , ICS [40] , and CSPSO [41] .
In all experiments, the same parameters for all algorithms are assigned as the population size = 20; the maximum generation max = 2000. To reduce the influence of the randomness, each experiment is repeated 50 times (see Tables  2-4 ). Other detailed parameters for all algorithms are given below.
( In general, the value of parameter has great influence on the performance and convergence of the algorithm. To further evaluate its behavior regarding performance, in this paper, the CSDE algorithm is taken as an example. A sensitivity analysis is performed according to varying the values of the CSDE parameters and 0 in Figures 1 and 2 . Table 2 compares the best results obtained by CSDE and the other considering algorithms with the global optimums. From Table 2 , it can be clearly seen that CSDE has the strongest search ability of finding the minimum in eight functions: F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F11, and F12. On functions F1, F2, and F3, CSPSO achieves the best "best" result, and CSDE gets a better "best" result in comparison with other six algorithms. On function F4, compared with PSO, CSDE obtains a similar result. On function F8, except for BA and HS, the result obtained by other six algorithms all approximate to the global optimum. On function F9, CSDE achieves the same results as DE, ICS, and CSPSO. On function F10, DE performs the highest performance and CSDE shows a moderate performance. On function F11 and F12, except for HS, the result obtained by other seven algorithms all approximate to the global optimum. Table 3 shows the "mean" results achieved by all the eight algorithms. From Table 3 , we can see that CSDE performs the best on nine of the twelve benchmark functions (F1, F3-F8, and F11-F12). On function F8, CSDE gets the same best "mean" result as CS and CSPSO and the value of this result approximate to the global optimum. On function F9, ICS achieves the best "mean" result, and CSDE gets a better "mean" result in comparison with other six algorithms. On function F10, the best "mean" result is obtained by BA. DE provides a better "mean" result. On function F11, except for HS, other seven algorithms all achieve the best "mean" result. On function F12, CSDE gets the same best "mean" result as CS, ICS, and PSO, and the value of this result approximates to the global optimum. Table 4 shows the "standard deviations" results achieved by all the eight algorithms. From Table 3 , except for F2 and F10, it can be clearly seen that CSDE performs best. On function F2, CSPSO gets the best "standard deviations" result, and CSDE achieves a better "standard deviations" result. On function F4, CSDE gets the same best "standard deviations" result as CSPSO. On function F6, CSDE, PSO, and CSPSO all get the best "standard deviations" result. On function F8, "standard deviations" results achieved by CSDE, CS, and CSPSO all approximate to "0". On function F9, CSDE and ICS achieve the best "standard deviations" result. On function F11, except for HS, other seven algorithms all achieve the best "standard deviations" result. On function F12, CSDE and CS get the same best "standard deviations" result. In addition, to give a more visualized and detailed comparison, Figures 3-10 provide the convergence curves of the proposed CSDE and other considering algorithms. This paper only presents eight representative convergence curves on eight functions (Sphere, Schwefel 2.22, Quadric, Schwefel 2.21, Zakharov, Matyas, Powell, and Griewank). For the sake of contrastive analysis, the log-based 10 of the achieved results is made in plotting figures, where the label of X-axis represents the number of iteration and the label of Y-axis represents the objective best value.
From Figures 3 and 4 , we can see that CSPSO has the fastest convergence speed compared with other seven algorithms on the functions F1-F2. From Figures 5-8 , it can be clearly seen that CSDE converges faster than other seven algorithms on the functions F3-F6. From Figure 9 , for function F7, CSDE is apparently the fastest algorithm at finding the best result. By carefully looking at Figure 9 , at the beginning of the optimization process, BA converges faster than CSDE, while CSDE is more capable of improving its solution and performs steadily at later stage of the optimizing process.
In Figure 10 , for function F10, very clearly, BA converges faster than all the other algorithms at the beginning of the iteration process, and CSDE converges faster than all the other algorithms at the later stage of the optimization process. Moreover, it should be noted that, in Figures 6, 8, and 10 , the CSDE and DE stop iterate before the 2000 generations, because they have found their global optimum before the 2000 generations.
To further verify the optimization performance of the proposed CSDE algorithm, the dimensions of seven unfixed dimension functions (F1-F5, F9 , and F10) in Tables 1(a) and 1(b) are also set to 30 and 50. Figures 11-17 show the convergence curves of these test functions with different dimensions.
From Figures 11-17 , it can be clearly seen that for F1, F2, F3, F5, and F9 when the dimension of these functions is lower, CSDE algorithm has better convergence speed and accuracy. With the increase of dimension, the convergence speed and accuracy of CSDE algorithm reduce significantly. In Figure 14 , it can be shown that the CSDE algorithm almost has the same convergence speed and accuracy with three different dimension numbers 10, 30, and 50 for F4, and thereby it can be concluded that the dimension of F4 has little effect on the optimization performance of CSDE. In Figure 17 , for F10, we can see that when the dimension number is 10, the CSDE algorithm has the worst convergence speed and accuracy. When the dimension number is 30, the convergence speed and accuracy of CSDE algorithm is the highest. When the dimension number is 50, the convergence speed and accuracy of CSDE decrease obviously.
Through above analysis and discussion about the Tables  2-4 and Figures 3-17 , we can draw the conclusion that the proposed CSDE performs well for most of the test functions in comparison with other seven algorithms and it is efficient for solving these benchmark functions.
Application Studies on the Logistics Distribution Center Location Problem
In this section, the proposed CSDE algorithm is applied to solve the logistics distribution center location problem which has been described in Section 2. For this problem, it is assumed that there are 31 demand points, and 6 of them need to be selected as logistics distribution centers. The coordinates and capacity of each demand point are given in Table 5 . The simulation results are compared with six different algorithms (CS [20] , PSO [37] , BA [38] , ICS [40] , CSPSO [41] , and IA [42] ). The parameters of these considering algorithms for the problem are set as the same as those described in Section 4.2. The population size and the maximum generation of IA are set as the same as other algorithms, and the other parameters of IA are set as follows: the memory storage capacity is 10, the mutation probability is 0.4, the crossover probability is 0.5, and the diversity evaluation parameter is 0.95. It must be noticed that the value of quantity demand has been standardized in Table 5 . The optimal results of the logistics distribution center location problem are presented in Table 6 where a comparison among CS, PSO, BA, ICS, CSPSO, IA, and CSDE is depicted. From Table 6 , we can see that CSDE achieves the best cost. The optimal solution is obtained at → * = (27, 19, 12, 20, 5, 9) with corresponding function value F * ( → x ) = 5.65E + 05. ICS ranks two and it achieves the function value F * ( → x ) = 5.69E + 05 at → * = (14, 24, 27, 5, 9, 18) . CSPSO ranks three and it achieves the function value F * ( → x ) = 5.71E +05 at → * = (5, 21, 9, 17, 27, 12) . In summary, the proposed CSDE algorithm performs best among other six algorithms. ICS and CSPSO are only inferior to the CSDE. BA achieves the worst function value. The end of Table 6 shows the results of the 5 trials of the calculation by the proposed CSDE. According to the calculation result, we can see that the maximum function value is 5.69E+05, the minimum function value is 5.65E+05, the average function value is 5.68E+05, and the standard deviations function value is 2.00E+01.
Figures 18-24 demonstrate the selection schemes of the proposed CSDE and other six algorithms according to the obtained optimal distribution centers in Table 6 . The blue squares represent distribution centers, and the green circles represent demand points. Each distribution center is built to satisfy the corresponding customer requirements of demand points. We demonstrate the selection scheme of CS as an example. In Figure 18 , the distribution center 8 is responsible for satisfying the quantity demand of demand points 9 and 10. The distribution center 25 is responsible for demand points 20 and 24. The distribution center 18 is responsible for demand points 3, 17, 19, 21, and 22. The distribution center 5 is responsible for demand points 2, 4, 6, 7, 16, and 23. The distribution center 12 is responsible for demand points 1, 11, Figure 25 are obtained optimal values according to the model of the logistics distribution center location problem mentioned before. The values of X-axis are the iteration numbers. As it can be seen from Figure 25 , CSDE has the fastest convergence speed in comparison with other six algorithms and it shows the best performance. The convergence speed of ICS and CSPSO is only inferior to CSDE. ICS ranks two and CSPSO ranks three. BA has the slowest convergence speed. 
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we have formulated an effective hybrid algorithm called CSDE to solve logistics distribution center location problem. From the formulation of CSDE to its implementation and comparison, it can be clearly seen that CSDE is a promising algorithm. The proposed CSDE has been compared with other metaheuristic algorithms including CS [20] , DE [23] , PSO [37] , BA [38] , HS [39] , ICS [40] , CSPSO [41] , and IA [42] . The comparison results show that the proposed CSDE algorithm is more superior to other algorithms for most of optimized problems. The main reason is that CSDE takes the search advantage of DE and combined it to CS. From the framework of CSDE, we can see that the individuals of the population in CSDE evolve according to two different mechanisms and then share their information with each other. Besides, it can be also considered as a kind of coevolutionary. With the constantly interactive iterations of the CS and DE, the CSDE is well able to find the improved solutions with a high speed.
In addition, it should be noticed that the mutation operation of DE and the value of scaling factor are all different and adjusted dynamically with the increase of the iterations. The effectiveness of these improvements is verified by a series of benchmark functions and the logistics distribution center location problem.
The comparison results on 10 benchmark functions and the logistics distribution center location problem have shown that the proposed CSDE is competitive and efficient when compared with the other considering metaheuristic algorithms. However, the present proposed CSDE is only suitable for single objective optimization problem. Application of the proposed algorithm to multiobjective optimization problem and large-scale optimization problem is the future work. 
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